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Abstract 
This work examines the robustness of fitting of parameters describing conformational exchange (kex, pa/b, and 
Δω) processes from CPMG relaxation dispersion data. We have analyzed the equations describing 
conformational exchange processes for the intrinsic inter-dependence of their parameters that leads to the 
existence of multiple equivalent solutions, which equally satisfy the experimental data. We have used Monte-
Carlo simulations and fitting to the synthetic data sets as well as the direct 3-D mapping of the parameter space 
of kex, pa/b, and Δω to quantitatively assess the degree of the parameter inter-dependence. The demonstrated 
high correlation between parameters can preclude accurate dynamics parameter estimation from NMR spin-
relaxation data obtained at a single static magnetic field. The strong parameter inter-dependence can readily be 
overcome through acquisition of spin-relaxation data at more than one static magnetic field thereby allowing 
accurate assessment of conformational exchange properties. 
Keywords 
Data analysis, CPMG, Protein dynamics, NMR spin-relaxation 
1. Introduction 
The role that molecular motion plays in a multitude of biological processes is well appreciated, while the 
complexity of such motions can render their characterization quite elusive and uncertain in accuracy. In recent 
years, it has been demonstrated that solution nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments have the unique 
ability to quantitate these motions over a wide range of timescales covering such important biological processes 
as enzyme catalysis [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], protein folding [8], [9], [10], [11], and binding and recognition 
[12], [13]. One category of the noted NMR experiments quantitates the dynamics of intramolecular motions or 
chemical events on the μs–ms timescale, which are referred to as conformational or chemical exchange. 
Exchange events can alter the transverse nuclear-spin-relaxation rate at sites that exhibit a change in chemical 
shift (Δω) with the dynamic event. A variety of CPMG-based NMR experiments have been designed for thorough 
characterization of exchange in proteins. Primarily, these measure the decay of single, zero, and multiple 
quantum spin-coherences (reviewed in [14], [15]), which are then interpreted in terms of motional parameters. 
These experiments are in increasingly common usage in attempts to establish a relation between dynamic 
motions and biological function. Therefore, the accuracy of dynamics’ parameter estimation from NMR 
relaxation studies is crucial for drawing reliable conclusions on the role of dynamics in function. 
 
Estimation of exchange parameters by these NMR methods relies on the variation in the measured transverse 
relaxation rate constants, R2, with τcp, the spacing between the 180° pulses in a CPMG spin-echo sequence [16], 
[17], [18]. This approach is commonly called relaxation dispersion analysis. Early on, Allerhand et al. [19] 
recognized the importance of experimental details for obtaining accurate results. More recent reviews offer 
guidance for avoiding spurious results and artifacts in dispersion methods [14]. However, potential pitfalls 
remain in choosing the number and type of experiments required for faithful estimation of dynamics 
parameters. This issue has not been thoroughly discussed in previous literature and, yet, is particularly 
concerning in that poor choice of experiments can provide apparently accurate, but incorrect results. 
 
Here, we provide a statistical assessment of the accuracy of dynamics parameters estimated from various sets of 
CPMG-based relaxation dispersion experiments. Our first approach is to generate noise-incorporated simulated 
R2(τcp) dispersion data for a given test case of exchange. This result is then compared to dispersion curves 
generated using dynamics parameters over a broad range of physically reasonable exchange conditions. In the 
ideal, only those parameter values that closely match the inputs to the original simulation would return 
dispersion curves sufficiently similar to the noise-incorporated synthetic data. Secondly, direct mapping of the 
exchange parameters using a grid search over a broader range of parameter spaces tests, in fact, whether any 
dissimilar conditions reproduce the synthetic result and therefore cast doubt on the fidelity of the experimental 
method considered. 
 
The results of this process demonstrate that relaxation dispersion data obtained at a single static magnetic field 
is insufficient to describe the dynamic parameters for a two-site (a ↔ b) slow exchange process. More accurate 
estimates the dynamics parameters are obtained from data acquired at two static fields. We also extend our 
analysis to the case of three-site exchange in the fast limit, where the motional rate, kex, is greater than Δω. The 
cases described here provide a framework for confident, reliable assessment of dynamics parameters from 
multi-field R2(τcp) dispersion measurements. 
 
2. Materials and methods 
2.1. Theory 
Exchange in the μs–ms time regime results in enhanced transverse relaxation rates. An understanding of the 
enhancement is necessary to draw the connection between R2(τcp) dispersion and the parameters of dynamic 
events. The increase in the observed R2 occurs when chemical exchange between sites changes the precessional 
frequency of the nuclear spin (i.e., Δω ≠ 0) to result in dephasing of the spin coherence. CPMG spin-echo pulse 
trains can mitigate this coherence loss. If the CPMG pulsing rate is fast relative to the mean lifetime of the 
exchange event, then the exchange-induced dephasing is negligible and 𝑅𝑅2 ∼ 𝑅𝑅20, where 𝑅𝑅20 is the exchange-free 
transverse relaxation rate constant. However, when exchange events are on the timescale of or faster than the 
repetition rate of 180° pulses, the related dephasing significantly contributes to coherence loss, which manifests 
as an elevated 𝑅𝑅2 = 𝑅𝑅20 + 𝑅𝑅ex, where Rex is the contribution from exchange-induced dephasing. 
 
In a two-site exchange mechanism, a nuclear spin exchanges between sites, a and b, that differ in chemical shift 
by Δω = Ωb − Ωb, where Ωi is the chemical shift for the spin in site i. The kinetics of the exchange reaction are 
described by the apparent exchange rate constant kex = k1 + k−1, where k1 and k−1 are the first-order rate 
constants for the forward and reverse transitions, respectively. In the limit of fast exchange, kex ≫ Δω, the 
dependence of the measured transverse relaxation rate on the time delay between spin-echo refocusing pulses, 
τcp, is given by [18], 
 
𝑅𝑅2(1/𝜏𝜏cp) = 𝑅𝑅20 + 𝛷𝛷ex/𝑘𝑘ex�1 − 2tanh�𝑘𝑘ex𝜏𝜏cp/2�/�𝑘𝑘ex𝜏𝜏cp��.  (1) 
 
In Eq. (1), Φex = Δω2papb in which pi is the fractional population of the spin in site i and pa + pb = 1. Eq. (1) is 
commonly referred to the fast-limit equation because it was derived with this condition in mind. In practice, Eq. 
(1) is valid for some conditions outside this restriction [20]. Alternatively, a completely general, albeit more 
complex expression for R2(τcp) is given by [21], [22], [23], 
 
𝑅𝑅2(𝜏𝜏cp) = 𝑅𝑅20 + 12 �𝑘𝑘ex − 1𝜏𝜏cp cosh−1[𝐷𝐷+cosh(𝜂𝜂+) − 𝐷𝐷−cos(𝜂𝜂−)]� , (2) 
 
where 
 
𝐷𝐷± = 12 �±1 + 𝛹𝛹+2∆𝜔𝜔2(𝛹𝛹2+𝜁𝜁2)1 2⁄ � , (3) 
 
𝜂𝜂± = 𝜏𝜏cp√2 �±𝛹𝛹 + (𝛹𝛹2 + 𝜁𝜁2)1 2⁄ �1 2⁄ , (4) 
 
𝛹𝛹 = (𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘ex + 𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘ex)2 − ∆𝜔𝜔2 + 4𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘ex2 ,  (5) 
 
and 
 
𝜁𝜁 = 2∆𝜔𝜔(𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘ex + 𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘ex). (6) 
 
The parameters in Eqs. (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) are as defined for Eq. (1). 
 
Although two-site exchange mechanisms are, by far, the most commonly considered in the literature, recent 
studies demonstrated the existence of three-site exchange in biological systems [8], [10], [24] For practical 
reasons, this paper will address three-site exchange for the case of fast-limit, linear three-site processes only. 
These are defined by 
 
𝑐𝑐 ⇄
𝑘𝑘2
𝑘𝑘−2
𝑎𝑎 ⇄
𝑘𝑘−1
𝑘𝑘1
𝑏𝑏 (7) 
 
Here, the exchange contribution to the measured transverse relaxation rate is [24] 
 (8) 
𝑅𝑅ex(𝜏𝜏cp) = 𝜙𝜙2/𝜅𝜅2�1 − 2tanh�𝜅𝜅2𝜏𝜏cp/2�/�𝜅𝜅2𝜏𝜏cp��+ 𝜙𝜙3/𝜅𝜅3�1 − 2tanh�𝜅𝜅3𝜏𝜏cp/2�/�𝜅𝜅3𝜏𝜏cp��, 
 
where 
 {𝜅𝜅2,𝜅𝜅3} = {(𝑘𝑘ex + 𝑍𝑍),(𝑘𝑘ex − 𝑍𝑍)}/2 
 
are the apparent exchange rate constants for a ↔ c and a ↔ b, respectively, and the remaining factors are 
given by 
 
𝑘𝑘ex = 𝑘𝑘1 + 𝑘𝑘−1 + 𝑘𝑘2 + 𝑘𝑘−2, 
 
𝑍𝑍 = (𝑘𝑘ex2 − 4𝐵𝐵)1 2⁄ , 
 
𝐵𝐵 = 𝑘𝑘−1𝑘𝑘−2 + 𝑘𝑘1𝑘𝑘−2 + 𝑘𝑘−1𝑘𝑘2, 
 {𝜙𝜙2,𝜙𝜙3} = {(−𝜅𝜅3𝛼𝛼1 + 𝛼𝛼2),(𝜅𝜅2𝛼𝛼1 + 𝛼𝛼2)}/𝑍𝑍, 
 
𝛼𝛼1 = 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏(𝛺𝛺𝑏𝑏 − 𝛺𝛺𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐(𝛺𝛺𝑐𝑐 − 𝛺𝛺𝑏𝑏)2 + 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐(𝛺𝛺𝑐𝑐 − 𝛺𝛺𝑎𝑎)2, 
 
𝛼𝛼2 = 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎[𝑘𝑘1(𝛺𝛺𝑏𝑏 − 𝛺𝛺𝑎𝑎)2 + 𝑘𝑘2(𝛺𝛺𝑐𝑐 − 𝛺𝛺𝑎𝑎)2], 
 
and 
 
𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎 = 𝑘𝑘−1𝑘𝑘−2/𝐵𝐵;𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏 = 𝑘𝑘1𝑘𝑘−2/𝐵𝐵;𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 = 𝑘𝑘−1𝑘𝑘2/𝐵𝐵. 
 
In the limit where the kinetic timescales for the two exchange processes differ by at least an order of magnitude, 
the exchange contributions for each process can be treated independently and κ2 ≈ k2 + k−2 and κ3 ≈ k1 + k−1. 
Outside the fast limit, a numerical solution to the three-site exchange problem is necessary [8], [24]. 
 
2.2. Exchange scenarios 
We considered eight different cases of exchange in two major categories: two-site and three-site exchange. For 
two-site processes, we treated a single amino-acid residue undergoing either (1) slow (kex < Δω), (2) 
intermediate (kex ∼ Δω), or (3) fast (kex > Δω) exchange. In these three cases, it was assumed that dispersion data 
were collected at only a single value of the static magnetic field. An additional single-field scenario was treated 
in which (4) three separate amino-acid residues undergo a global exchange process, meaning they share 
common values of kex and pa, while Δω and 𝑅𝑅20 are allowed residue-specific values. 
 
The benefits of collecting R2(τcp) dispersion data at multiple static magnetic fields are in the increased size of the 
data set to be fit and, most importantly, in the reduction of parameter correlations due to the distinct field-
dependencies of parameters. We assessed the extent of this benefit for test cases in which R2(τcp) dispersion 
data is available from (5) two and (6) three static magnetic fields, both for single-residue exchange. Here, Δω 
and 𝑅𝑅20 are constrained by their field dependence, e.g., Δω at a field with 800 MHz 1H frequency was restricted 
to (800/500 ∼ 1.6) times the value at 500 MHz. 
 
In our second major category, three-site linear exchange, we treat a single residue in fast exchange and consider 
the quality of results obtained assuming data is available from (7) two and (8) three field values. Here, the 
exchange was defined by parameters chosen for their similarity to those obtained in a recent characterization of 
three-site exchange [24]. Expressing each in units of s−1, these are: k1 = 10, k2 = 100, k−1 = 1000, and k−2 = 10,000, 
which yields kex ∼ 11,000, and (Ωb − Ωa) = 250, (Ωc − Ωb) = 500, and (Ωc − Ωa) = 750. These values correspond to 
κ2 = 10,100, κ3 = 1010, ϕ2 = 2425, and ϕ3 = 203, and were used to simulate dispersion curves at fields 
corresponding to 500, 600, and 800 MHz 1H frequency using Eq. (8). 
 
2.3. Generation of synthetic data 
For each of the eight test cases just presented, we generated 1000 synthetic R2(τcp) data sets using common 
exchange parameters and experimental conditions and modified each set by incorporating random errors in the 
R2(τcp) values. Error values were selected from a Gaussian noise distribution with full width at half max at 5% of a 
given R2(τcp). Each of the 1000 case-specific sets included 12 error-incorporated R2(τcp) values, where τcp ranged 
between 714 μs and 65.0 ms (νcpmg = (1/τcp) ∼ [1400–15 s−1]) to reflect experimentally practical values for 15N 
relaxation experiments on state-of-the-art NMR spectrometers. 
 
2.4. Statistical analyses of synthetic results 
2.4.1. Nonlinear least-squares fitting 
To assess the quality of exchange parameters that can be expected from experimental data, we fit Eq. (2), the 
two-site full-exchange expression and Eq. (8), the three-site fast-exchange expression to each of the 1000 case-
specific synthetic R2(τcp). Histogramatic display of the fit results reveals the parameter vales that may appear to 
characterize an exchange event, regardless of the true dynamics of that event. Nonlinear least-squares fits were 
executed using Prism 4.0 (GraphPad Software) and were constrained so that (1) 0.8 ⩽ pa ⩽ 1.0 (i.e., pa ≫ pb), (2) 
𝑅𝑅2
0 > 10s−1, (3) kex > 100 s−1, and (4) Δω > 50 s−1 for two-site exchange. The 𝑅𝑅20 constraint is reasonable for 15N 
nuclei in a macromolecule with rotational correlation time > 3 ns, while limitations on pa, kex, and Δω avoid 
parameter values that do not yield practically observable dispersion or that represent less-common physical 
conditions (e.g., pa < 0.8). Similar constraints were placed on analogous parameters in the three-site exchange 
process. 
 
2.4.2. Direct, comparative mapping of parameter space 
In separate tests, we explored the uniqueness with which a given set of exchange parameters defines R2(τcp) 
dispersion by comparing the theoretical R2(τcp) values that correspond to a given case of exchange with those 
calculated at points on a multidimensional grid encompassing a broad, physically reasonable parameter space. 
For cases of two-site exchange analyzed with this approach, the three-dimensional parameter space (kex, pa, and 
Δω) was explored according to the dependence R2(τcp) in Eq. (2). 
 
Parameter grid locations were considered indistinguishable from the true input values when they reproduced 
the R2(τcp) data to within a specified tolerance, which was defined as follows. First, 5% Gaussian noise was added 
to the synthetic R2(τcp) data set at 12 values of τcp, as described earlier. The rmsd of this error-incorporated set [𝑅𝑅25%(𝜏𝜏cp)] from the unmodified test data [𝑅𝑅2test(𝜏𝜏cp)] was then calculated as 
 
∆5% = ��[𝑅𝑅2test(𝜏𝜏cp) − 𝑅𝑅25%(𝜏𝜏cp)]2
𝜏𝜏cp
, 
 
The procedure was repeated 50 times to obtain an average Δ5% value, which is the mean distance of error-
incorporated R2(τcp) sets from the theoretical curve. This distance represents a region about the theoretical 
curve within which any similar curve cannot be distinguished from the original. Thus, our second step was to 
calculate, 
 
∆grid = ��[𝑅𝑅2test(𝜏𝜏cp) − 𝑅𝑅2grid(𝜏𝜏cp)]2
𝜏𝜏cp
, 
 
the rmsd of the R2(τcp) set at a particular grid point from the original theoretical test curve. Parameter sets (i.e., 
grid points) that produced Δgrid < Δ5% were considered to be indistinguishable from those in the test set. 
 
Finally, to facilitate comparison between both methods, the test cases evaluated using direct mapping are 
identical to those treated using the nonlinear least-squares fitting of error-incorporated data sets as in (2.2). The 
parameter space explored for two-site exchange encompassed kex = 50–3000 s−1, pa = 0.75–1, and Δω = 100–
3000 s−1 in grid increments of 30 s−1, 0.0025, and 30 s− 1, respectively. This resulted in an approximately 
100 × 100 × 100 data array. The grid search and comparison algorithm was programmed in MatLab 7 and 
performed on a 3 GHz Pentium-IV computer. This resulted in about 3–5 min computation time for a single test 
parameter set. The MatLab notebooks are available from the authors upon request. 
3. Results and discussion 
When employing solution-state NMR to study protein dynamics, an intuitive feel for the relation between 
dynamics parameters and the observed dispersion curves can be an excellent guide in choosing the best 
experiments for accurate results. Unfortunately, the complexity of Eqs. (1), (2), (8) conceals these relationships. 
The potential problems of this situation is strikingly emphasized in Fig. 1. There, R2(τcp) dispersions are plotted 
for various cases of two-site exchange: in (A), (B), and (C), R2(τcp) is plotted for three distinct values of Δω, pa, or 
kex, respectively, while the other two parameters are held constant and 𝑅𝑅20 = 15s−1 is common to all plots. For 
these cases, it is clear that the magnitude of R2(τcp) is primarily determined by Δω and pa, whereas the kinetics 
(kex) of exchange have a more subtle effect on the NMR data, and the three plots in Fig. 1C would be 
indistinguishable at even a modest level of experimental noise. Therefore, confident differentiation between 
significant changes in exchange rates requires extremely high-quality experimental data or, as we shall see, 
experiments in addition to the single-field conditions assumed in Fig. 1. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Parameter dependence of relaxation dispersion curves. In (A) the dependence of R2(τcp) on Δω, where 
Δω = 400 s−1 (red), 700 s−1 (green), and 1500 s−1 (blue), and kex = 1500 s−1, pa = 0.95, and 𝑅𝑅20 = 15.0s−1. In (B), the 
influence of fractional conformer population, pa = 0.90 (blue), 0.95 (green), and 0.98 (red), where 
kex = 1500 s−1, 𝑅𝑅20 = 15.0s−1 , and Δω = 1000 s−1. In (C), the effect of kex = 500 s−1 (blue), 1000 s−1 (green), and 
1500 s−1 (red), where Δω = 700 s−1, pa = 0.95, and 𝑅𝑅20 = 15.0s−1. (For interpretation of the references to color in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.) 
 
Closer examination of Fig. 1 provides insight on experimental requirements for accurate exchange 
determination. For example, to discern between slow and intermediate exchange regimes [blue and green 
curves in Fig. 1C] it is necessary to have very accurate rate measurements in the fast-pulsing (small-τcp) region. 
However, to differentiate intermediate and fast exchange, enhanced quality data is especially important in the 
slow-pulsing (large-τcp) region [25]. This can be a conflict (or require extremely high quality across all τcp values) 
when more than one exchange regime is represented at different residues in the protein. That condition may 
exist even when the multiple sites are in global exchange (e.g., if kex is the same for several residues with distinct 
Δω). Furthermore, even barring a variety of exchange types, foreknowledge of the exchange process is not 
generally possible. Thus, tailored experimental accuracy, say by judicious signal averaging at certain τcp values, is 
not a generally viable route to faithful parameter estimation. Finally, the assumption in Fig. 1 of matching 
exchange-free relaxation rates, 𝑅𝑅20, resulted in identical vertical offsets to the curves, but variation in these 
offsets would not ease distinction of the corresponding exchange parameters, which determine only the shape, 
not magnitude, of the dispersion. In conclusion, it is important to understand the origins of the similarity in 
curves such as those in Fig. 1C for guidance in choosing experiments that present possible solutions to the 
problem of accurate, faithful parameter estimation. 
 
We now consider the implications of simulation and analysis for the eight combinations of exchange processes 
and experimental conditions described in Section 2. The most common method for obtaining estimates of 
exchange parameters from experimental data is via some type of fitting algorithm. Therefore we simulated this 
scenario by using synthetic data sets, which additionally allow in-depth analysis of the effects of initial 
conditions. For each of these cases, we generated 1000 error-incorporated synthetic data sets and used 
nonlinear least-squares fitting with Eqs. (2) or (8) for two- or three-site exchange, respectively. In addition to this 
histogramatic analysis of least-squares parameter results, each combination of exchange and experimental 
conditions was investigated using the direct parameter-mapping approach to reveal parameter correlations and 
to demonstrate cases in which sufficient experiments were used to remove these correlations and thus 
successfully estimate the exchange parameters. 
 
3.1. Two-site exchange with single-field dispersion data 
Single-field simulation results for slow-exchange conditions (kex = 1000 s−1, Δω = 1500 s−1, pa = 0.95, 𝑅𝑅20 = 15s−1) 
are shown in Fig. 2. There, histograms of the parameters that resulted from the 1000 fits clearly indicate that a 
satisfactory level of accuracy was not possible. The mean (minimum, maximum) of the fitted values are 
kex = 1085 s−1 (144 s−1, 2753 s−1), Δω = 1417 s−1 (654 s−1, 2124 s−1), pa = 0.92 (0.80, 0.96), and 𝑅𝑅20 = 14.6 s−1 
(10.0 s−1, 19.5 s−1). Strikingly, the distribution of fitted parameters is bimodal for kex, Δω, and 𝑅𝑅20, while the 
histogram for pa is skewed to small populations relative to the input value. This poor reproduction of the 
parameters used to generate the data may be attributed to the correlation between the fit parameters. This is 
apparent from the pairwise plots of the fit parameters in Figs. 3A–C, where interdependence is clear from the 
patterned distribution of results. All possible parameter correlations are significant, with particularly 
problematic correlation for (pa, kex) and (pa, Δω) pairs. As Figs. 3B and C show the latter correlations allow 
multiple kex and/or multiple Δω values at single values of pa. This is also reflected in the bimodal distributions for 
kex and Δω shown in Figs. 2A and B. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Parameter distribution (slow exchange). Histograms of parameter estimates from fits of Eq. (2) to 1000 
error-incorporated synthetic data sets: (A) kex, (B) Δω, (C) pa, and (D) 𝑅𝑅20. Only single-field dispersion was 
incorporated with R2(τcp) data sets generated using kex = 1000 s−1, Δω = 1500 s−1, pa = 0.95 and 𝑅𝑅2
0 = 15s−1. 
The parameter distributions in (A, B, and D) are modeled with either single or double Gaussian fits. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Parameter correlations. Correlation plots of the same fit results plotted in Fig. 2. The red lines indicate the 
unperturbed values of parameters used to generate synthetic data. (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.) 
 
Fig. 2, Fig. 3 suggest there can be serious problems to single-field exchange characterization. Marked emphasis is 
added to this point by the R2(τcp) dispersion plots shown in Fig. 4A. There, three sets of accepted parameters 
from fits to the synthetic slow-exchange data were used to calculate dispersion with Eq. (2). The dispersions are 
nearly identical in spite of parameter sets with kex ranging more than an order of magnitude (200, 1000, and 
2600 s−1), Δω varying by a factor of two (1510, 1500, and 790 s−1), and fairly broad variability in pa (0.83, 0.95, 
and 0.81). Recall, as well, (see Section 2) that these kex, Δω, and pa combinations are all physically reasonable, 
and hence prone to unwarranted acceptance and misinterpretation of the observed exchange event. Similar 
results to those described were obtained for single-field synthetic data from fast or intermediate exchange 
conditions (not shown). These results make it clear that single-field measurement of R2(τcp) can yield a significant 
probability of erroneous parameters with a large difference from physical reality. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Demonstration of the benefits of multiple-field data. R2(τcp) dispersion plots are shown for three distinct 
sets of dynamics parameters at both (A) 500 MHz and (B) 800 MHz fields. Parameter sets were chosen to 
produce similar curves at the higher field. Blue: kex = 1000 s−1, Δω = 1500 s−1, and pa = 0.95. Green: kex = 2600 
s−1, Δω = 790 s−1, and pa = 0.81. Red: kex = 200 s−1, Δω = 1510 s−1, and pa = 0.834. In all cases 𝑅𝑅20 = 15.0s−1. 
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this paper.) 
 
Finally, Fig. 4B demonstrates the great potential of turning from single- to multiple-field dispersion analysis. In 
contrast to the practically indistinguishable curves from Fig. 4A, part B shows the greatly distinct curves 
calculated with the same exchange parameters as in A, but with data in B representing 800 MHz data compared 
to 500 MHz data in A. One might conclude from this that a given set of exchange conditions may be suited to 
characterization at a particular field. However, the correct field cannot be chosen a priori, nor can it be expected 
that all exchanging sites in a protein will have the same “ideal” field. 
 
3.2. Two-site exchange with two-field dispersion data 
Palmer and co-workers [26] have previously noted that multi-field dispersion data enables improved 
characterization of exchange processes by identifying the timescale of exchange. We have assessed this benefit 
by generation and analysis of synthetic R2(τcp) dispersion data at 500 and 800 MHz fields for a single 15N protein 
resonance. In this case, the input parameters were kex = 1000 s−1, pa = 0.95, and 𝑅𝑅20 = 15.0s−1, while 
Δω = 950 s−1 was used at 500 MHz and scaled by (800/500) = 1.6 at 800 MHz. In fitting the synthetic data, we 
treated kex and Δω and 𝑅𝑅20 as global (multi-field) fit parameters, imposing the noted linear field dependence on 
Δω and incorporating the small field dependence of 𝑅𝑅20 due to the 15N CSA. 
 
As shown in Fig. 5 there is a significant improvement in parameter estimation when utilizing data from two 
fields. The mean (95% confidence interval) values of the fitted parameters for the 1000 data sets are kex = 995 s−1 
(990–999 s−1), Δω (500 MHz) = 948 s−1 (947–950 s−1), pa = 0.95 (0.9498–0.9499), and 𝑅𝑅20 (500 MHz) = 15.0 s−1 
(14.98–15.00 s−1). Importantly, the fitted parameters are unimodal and well approximated by single Gaussian 
distributions. Additionally, in the pairwise plots of fitted parameters of Fig. 6, we see that two-field analysis 
virtually eliminates non-random parameter correlations, as any small residual correlation is rendered 
insignificant by its confinement to a very tight parameter subspace. The single-valued character of these 
correlation plots also confirms the unimodality of the histograms in Fig. 5. Thus, the parameter ambiguity 
observed from single-field dispersion data (Fig. 4A), is relieved by two-field acquisition. Finally, extending the 
analysis to include dispersion data from a third field (not shown) does slightly improve parameter estimation, 
but the slight gains do not warrant the additional spectrometer time. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Parameter distribution (two magnetic fields). Histogram of the parameter estimates for (A) kex, (B) Δω18.8T, 
(C) pa, and (D) 𝑅𝑅20 from fitting Eq. (2) to 1000 synthetic data sets simultaneously at a 11.7 and 18.8 T magnetic 
fields. Input parameters were kex = 1000 s−1, Δω11.7T = 950 s−1 (Δω18.8T = 1500 s−1), pa = 0.95, and 𝑅𝑅20 = 15s−1. The 
resulting distributions are modeled with a single Gaussians. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Parameter correlations. Correlation of the fit parameters from the data in Fig. 5. Pairwise correlations are 
shown between (A) kex and Δω, (B) kex and pa and (C) pa and Δω. Red lines indicate the unperturbed values of 
parameters used to generate synthetic data. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.) 
 
3.3. Two-site exchange with single-field dispersion data from three resonances 
In all cases described so far, a single 15N resonance was considered. Typically for proteins, an exchange event 
involves several amino-acid residues [1], [6], [27] and often that process is global (i.e., shared kex and pa values). 
In fact, the occurrence of global exchange may enable enhanced parameter estimation, even obviating the need 
for multi-field data, by expanding the size of the fitted data set relative to the number of fit parameters. Of 
course, this assumes that multi-residue exchange yields usable NMR data (well-resolved, good S/N and residue-
specific values of Δω ≠ 0) at more than one involved site. Given that, we assessed whether global fits to single-
field dispersion data from three residues can result in sufficiently accurate parameter estimates. In other words, 
we have asked whether the constraint of shared kex and pa with distinct dispersion curves (due to residue-
specific Δω) leads to accurate reproduction of the synthetic input parameters without resorting to multi-field 
data. The input parameters used in synthesis of error-incorporated data sets were 𝑘𝑘ex
global = 1500s−1, 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎global =
0.95 and Δωi = 400, 600, 1500 s−1 and 𝑅𝑅2,𝑖𝑖0 = 15,20,25s−1, respectively, for the three residues (referred to by 
subscripts i). Histograms of the 1000 resulting values for each fit parameter are shown in Fig. 7. For each of kex, 
Δω1, Δω2, and 𝑅𝑅2,1,2,30 , an approximately normal distribution resulted with respective means (95% confidence 
intervals) of kex = 1411 s−1 (1379–1443 s−1), Δω1 = 362 s−1 (362–363 s−1), Δω2 = 546 s−1 (542–550 s−1), 𝑅𝑅2,10 =15.10s−1 (15.0–15.1 s−1), 𝑅𝑅2,20 = 20.15s−1 (20.1–20.2 s−1), and 𝑅𝑅2,30 = 25.20s−1 (25.0–25.3 s−1). Most 
significant in these results is that the means of kex, Δω1, and Δω2 differ by −6.0, −9.5, and −9.5% from their true 
values, which are not even encompassed by the corresponding 95% confidence intervals. Exacerbating this 
situation, we see in Fig. 7D that the distribution of Δω3 is bimodal with mean values of 1527 and 895 s−1. 
Meanwhile, the pa distribution is skewed to low populations, as in the single-resonance, single-field analysis, 
with 20% of results significantly different from the test parameters. Finally, the 𝑅𝑅2,𝑖𝑖0  means are identical to the 
inputs. Based on the noted discrepancies between true and fitted kex, Δω1, Δω2, and Δω3 values, we conclude 
that the additional information available when one assumes global multiple-residue exchange is not necessarily 
sufficient to neglect the use of multiple fields. We additionally assessed the global exchange scenario by 
considering three residues, all in the slow exchange limit. Similar results to those described above were obtained 
and are presented as Supplemental material. Even here, confident estimation of parameters benefits 
significantly from multi-field experimental data. 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. Parameter distribution (one magnetic field). Histogram of parameter estimates resulting from fits of two-
site three-residue global exchange synthetic data to Eq. (2). Results are displayed for (A) kex, (B) Δω1, (C) Δω2, (D) 
Δω3, (E) pa, (F) 𝑅𝑅2,10 , (G) 𝑅𝑅2,20 , and (H) 𝑅𝑅2,30  and the unperturbed inputs were kex = 1000 s−1, Δω1 = 400 s−1, 
Δω3 = 600 s−1, Δω3 = 1500 s−1, pa = 0.95, 𝑅𝑅2,10 = 15s−1, 𝑅𝑅2,20 = 20s−1, and 𝑅𝑅2,30 = 25s−1. 
 
It is worth noting that, in the case just considered, one of the three residues is near the intermediate exchange 
regime (𝑘𝑘exglobal = ∆𝜔𝜔3 = 1500s−1, which may be particularly hard to quantify due to potential poor quality of 
the NMR lineshape [14]. In addition and as discussed with regard to Fig. 2B, intermediate-exchange dispersion 
overlaps with aspects of both slow- and fast-exchange curves, and may add little to the analysis, suggesting that 
results from sites apparently in intermediate exchange could be discarded in analysis. A problem with this 
notion is its assumption that single-field analysis defines the exchange regime. As demonstrated by this analysis 
thus far and other work [24], this assumption is not valid. 
 
3.4. Three-site conformational exchange with two-field dispersion data 
Here, we consider three-site linear (c ↔ a ↔ b) exchange in the fast exchange limit, as described in Section 2.1 
and where dispersion is determined by the sum of 𝑅𝑅20 and Eq. (8). Because this increases the number of 
exchange parameters relative to two-site mechanisms without increasing the size of the data set, single-field 
data is not expected to adequately define three-site exchange. Therefore, we start by evaluating the sufficiency 
of a two-field approach. Histogramatic analysis (Fig. 8) of fits to the 1000 two-field error-incorporated synthetic 
dispersion sets demonstrate unimodal, Gaussian distributions with means very close to the input values: 
κ2 = 10,055 s−1 (9914–10,195 s−1), κ3 = 987 s−1 (978–996 s−1), ϕ2 = 2428 s−2 (2411–2445 s−2), and ϕ3 = 196 s−2 (193–
200 s−2), where the parenthetical ranges are 95% confidence intervals. Corresponding differences between these 
values and the input parameters are very small: 0.4, −2.3, 0.1, and −3.4%. This demonstrates that all values are 
reproduced with sufficient accuracy in the case of three-site linear exchange. Simulations of spin-relaxation data 
acquired at three magnetic field strengths (not shown) did not significantly improve parameter estimation. 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. Three-site fast limit exchange. The results of fitting Eq. (8) to synthetic data sets from two static magnetic 
fields for a linear three-site exchange process. The input parameters used to generate the data were 
κ2 = 10,100 s−1, κ3 = 1010 s−1, ϕ2 = 2425 s−2, and ϕ3 = 203 s−2. (A–D) A histogram of the fit parameters for the 1000 
data sets for (A) ϕ2, (B) ϕ3, (C) κ2, and (D) κ3. In (E) and (F) the correlation between ϕ2 and ϕ3 and κ2 and κ3, 
respectively, is shown. 
 
3.5. Direct parameter mapping: characterization of interparameter correlations 
The above analyses address the accuracy of fit results with synthetic data in much the same way that fitting 
procedures are used to analyze real NMR data. More direct analysis of parameter interdependence in the 
equations for R2(τcp) is available using the direct parameter-mapping approach discussed in Section 2. This grid-
based approach avoids the bias in initial parameter estimates that is inherent to least squares fitting routines. 
Thus, while the previous analysis of least-squares results was instructive for its connection to real-data handling, 
direct parameter mapping provides a comprehensive, unbiased analysis of results. An additional clear advantage 
of direct parameter mapping is seen by inspection of Fig. 9, Fig. 10 as they demonstrate the entire ‘equivalence’ 
regions where indistinguishable parameter sets are located. By definition, the space sampling in this approach is 
uniform and allows constructing accurate maps. The Monte-Carlo fitting approach has no control on where the 
resulting parameter set is found after the run. Therefore, sampling of the parameter space is highly uneven and 
must be balanced by an increase in a number of fitting trials that make this approach inefficient for this 
particular purpose. 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. Parameter mapping for two-site exchange at a single field. Colored regions represent parameter sets 
found to be indistinguishable from the test set (kex = 1000 s−1, Δω = 1500 s − 1, pa = 0.95, 𝑅𝑅20 = 15s−1) when the 
noise RMSDs (percent of R2 values) were set to 2.5% (cyan), 5% (blue), and 7.5% (magenta). The regions 
corresponding to higher uncertainty encompass and include the lower-uncertainty regions. Two-dimensional 
projections of 3D results are displayed: (A) kex–Δω plane, (B) kex–pa plane, and (C) pa–Δω plane. Input test 
parameter values are at the intersection of the red lines. In (D), the R2(τcp) values corresponding to the test 
parameter set are shown as blue open circles. The shaded area represents the range of R2(τcp) deviations that 
result from grid points deemed indistinguishable from the test set at the 5% level of uncertainty. It should be 
noted that separate blue areas in (C) are not local minima, but rather a plotting artifact due to narrowing of the 
5% area relative to the grid resolution in kex. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.) 
 
 
 
Fig. 10. Parameter mapping for two-site exchange at two fields. Fields used were 500 and 800 MHz 1H frequency 
and the test set (red lines) was kex = 1000 s−1, Δω (at 800 MHz) = 1500 s−1, pa = 0.95, and 𝑅𝑅20 = 15s−1). As in Fig. 
9, color—uncertainty correspondence is 2.5% (cyan), 5% (blue), and 7.5% (magenta) and higher uncertainties 
encompass and include the lower-uncertainty regions. Two-dimensional projections are shown for (A) kex–Δω , 
(B) kex–pa and (C) pa–Δω planes. In (D), blue open circles are the R2(τcp) values calculated from Eq. (2) using the 
test parameters and assuming 800 MHz (upper plot) and 500 MHz (lower plot) fields, while the shaded area 
shows the range of R2(τcp) deviations resulting from grid points deemed indistinguishable at the 5% level of 
uncertainty. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this paper.) 
 
The additional information content of the direct parameter mapping results allows one to quantitatively 
estimate the benefit of using (or not using) the additional field data in every particular exchange mode. The data 
in Fig. 9, Fig. 10 demonstrate this, where colored ‘equivalence’ regions are directly compared for different levels 
of data uncertainty for single and two fields. Such a comparison could provide important information for 
selection of experimental parameter settings such as number of fields or amount of necessary signal averaging. 
The goal here is as in the previous sections: to assess those experimental conditions that sufficiently mitigate 
parameter correlations to enable faithful, accurate exchange characterization. 
 
We use direct parameter mapping primarily to explore correlations between exchange parameters. This is 
achieved using two-parameter plots of those grid points deemed indistinguishable from the input exchange 
conditions given some level of experimental uncertainty in R2(τcp) values. These plots are similar to the plots of 
fit parameters in Fig. 3, Fig. 6, Fig. 8E and F, but, as noted, replacing fit results with unbiased grid-selected 
parameters provides a more direct characterization of the exchange equations. In the ideal absence of 
correlation, these two parameter plots should present a normal, two-dimensional Gaussian distribution of 
points centered on the original synthetic exchange conditions. Any other systematic relationship between 
parameters indicates that incorrect selection of one parameter can be compensated by an offsetting error in the 
other. In this way, NMR data can misrepresent the true exchange conditions. 
 
Direct mapping of the 3D parameter space for the two-site exchange (Eq. (2)) with single-field R2(τcp) data is 
shown in Fig. 9. These results can be directly compared to those in Fig. 3. The blue area (including the 
encompassed cyan region) corresponds to the parameter sets producing Δgrid < Δ5%. It is reassuring that the 
similar display of fit results in Fig. 3 indeed closely maps the blue areas in Fig. 9. Had a sufficiently large sampling 
of synthetic data sets been used in generating the former set of plots, the character of these two versions of 
display would be indistinguishable. 
 
Conveniently, we can use direct parameter mapping to predict indistinguishable parameter spaces at various 
levels of R2(τcp) experimental uncertainty. This is shown in Figs. 9A–C, where the cyan regions cover grid points 
indistinguishable from the test parameters when 2.5% R2(τcp) uncertainty was assumed. The blue and magenta 
regions, each including the lower-noise sections, correspond to 5 and 7.5% uncertainties. Even at the lowest 
level of uncertainty, there is significant parameter correlation and a broad range of possible parameter results. 
Fig. 9D shows the corresponding variation (5% uncertainty level) in R2(τcp) values as shaded areas about the 
noise-free test values (blue open circles). It is somewhat worrisome that apparently slight variations in R2(τcp) 
lead to the large uncertainties in exchange parameters shown in parts A–C of the figure. The 5% noise level is 
not unusual for R2 measurements, but, from this analysis of single-field data, it is clearly sufficient to obscure the 
connection between the dynamic system and the equations of exchange. 
 
We similarly applied direct parameter mapping to the two-field (500, 800 MHz) case of two-site exchange. Figs. 
10A–C demonstrate the significant reduction in the degree of parameter interdependence that results from 
incorporating results from an additional field. This result is directly comparable to Fig. 6, and again, the latter’s 
distribution of fit results is very similar to the blue + cyan (5% uncertainty) areas of Figs. 10A–C. Fig. 10 provides 
a more complete view of the small residual correlations present with two-field data than was apparent in Fig. 6. 
 
This analysis demonstrates how direct parameter mapping can be used as indication of the degree of confidence 
appropriate to a given determination of exchange. The single- and two-field determinations here are directly 
comparable via Fig. 9, Fig. 10. For example, the areas of the single-field low-uncertainty (2.5%) regions in Fig. 9 
are close to those of the high-uncertainty (7.5%) two-field results in Fig. 10. Thus analysis of a single-field data 
may yield quality similar to results obtained utilizing two-field R2(τcp) data if the experimental uncertainty is 
reduced at least 3 times. This, of course, would require a ninefold increase in experiment time if one equates R2 
uncertainty to that of the signal intensities (valid for optimal two-point determination of the rate [14]) Thus, it is 
much more effective to merely double experiment time using two-field data sets. 
 
In conclusion, we have analyzed parameter interdependences for the equations describing several examples of 
exchange processes, and uncovered resulting implications for accurate and faithful dynamics characterization by 
R2(τcp) dispersion. Using both Monte-Carlo simulations and grid exploration of the full space of exchange 
parameters, we demonstrated that the high correlation between parameters prevents accurate dynamics 
parameter estimation. The strong observed interdependence is readily overcome through acquisition of R2(τcp) 
dispersion data at more than one static magnetic field, thereby allowing accurate assessment of conformational 
exchange properties. Our conclusions indicate that two-field dispersion measurement is an important 
requirement for a reliable dynamics study by NMR. Finally, we have demonstrated that direct parameter 
mapping and comparison can provide a useful indication of the quality of results obtained in a given 
determination of exchange. 
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Appendix A. Supplementary data 
Figure S1. Two-site, three-residue global exchange (slow-exchange regime). Histogram of parameter estimates 
resulting from fits of two-site three-residue global exchange synthetic data to Equation (2). Results are displayed 
for (a) kex, (b) Δω1, (c) Δω2, and (d) Δω3, (e) pa, and the unperturbed input parameters were kex = 1000 s−1, 
Δω1 = 900 s−1 (Red), Δω2 = 1300s−1 (blue), Δω3 = 1500 s−1 (black), pa = 0.95, 𝑅𝑅2,10 = 15s−1, 𝑅𝑅2,20 = 17s−1, 𝑅𝑅2,30 =19s−1. Pairwise correlations of the fit parameters for these exchange conditions is shown between in (f), kex and 
Δω, (g) kex and pa and (h) pa and Δω. The color scheme for the residue-specific Δω values is the same as in (b, c, 
and d). 
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